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ABSTRACT

We consider the problem of detecting visual evoked po-
tentials (VEP's). A matched subspace �lter is applied to
the detection of the VEP and is demonstrated to perform
better than a number of other evoked potential (EP) detec-
tors. Unlike single-harmonic detectors, the MSF detector
is suitable for detecting multi-harmonic VEP's. Moreover,
the MSF is optimal in the uniformly most powerful (UMP)
sense for multi harmonic signals with unknown noise vari-
ance.

1. BACKGROUND

Visual grating acuity (GA) is useful in the clinical evalua-
tion of patients with eye and neurologic disease. Grating
acuity is obtained by having the subject view a contrast
grating at a �xed contrast (usually 100%) while the spa-
tial frequency is increased until the subject can no longer
detect the contrast grating. In adults, measurements can
be accomplished psychophysically; however infants, young
children, and non-verbal patients can not be studied with
psychophysical methods. Several researchers have proposed
using the steady state visual evoked potential (VEP) as an
objective method of determining GA [1, 2, 3]. Most of these
methods utilize the second harmonic of stimulus contrast
reversal frequency to detect the presence of a VEP. The
generalized T 2 statistic [4], the T 2

circ statistic [5, 6] and the
Rayleigh Phase Criterion (RPC) by [7], are representative
of these types of detection algorithms. All of the above
statistics are parametric in the sense that they assume that
under the null hypothesis, the noise (EEG) has a Gaussian
density. This assumption has been found to be reasonable
by several investigators [8, 9]. The ROTP detector looks
at the power in ensemble averages derived via all possible
sign permutations of the data frames. If the average corre-
sponding to all + signs (i.e. no sign changes) is in the top
5-percentile of all possible ensemble average powers, a de-
tection is made, hence this detector is non-parametric [10].

Victor and Mast compared the RPC, T 2, and T 2

circ statis-
tics and found that their T 2

circ statistic outperformed the
others [5]. One drawback of all of these statistics is that
they are all based on the second harmonic of the contrast re-
versal frequency; there is no reason to expect near-threshold
EP's to contain only the second harmonic, and if other sig-
nal harmonics are present, then current methodology does
not appear to have exploited them.
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2. MATCHED SUBSPACE FILTERING

Throughout this paper, we shall consider detection based
on an M -dimensional measurement vector x consisting of a
signal and an additive noise component. In EP detection,
the vector x arises from taking M samples of an EEG sig-
nal during a psychophysical GA experiment (see Section 5.).
Assume that the measurement model is given by x = s+ z
where x; s; and z are M -vectors corresponding to the mea-
surement, the signal component, and an additive noise com-
ponent, respectively. Often, one does not know the exact
morphology of the signal. If the signal vector is known only
to lie within a given subspace, then it can be expressed as

s =

2NX
k=1

�ksk (1)

where the sk are known vectors and the �k are unknown.
The signal vector can therefore be said to lie in a signal
subspace, de�ned as the column space of

S = [ s1 s2 � � � s2N ] (2)

The Matched Subspace Filter (MSF) detector has an
F (2N;M � 2N) distribution [11]

M � 2N

2N

xTPSx

xT (I � PS)x
(3)

where
PS = S(ST S)�1ST (4)

is the projection matrix into the range of S. The MSF
detector is optimal in the uniformly most powerful (UMP)
sense if the signal model y = s+ z satis�es:

� Variance of Gaussian white noise z is unknown.

� Signal vector s lies in a known subspace

The MSF detector appears to be ideally suited for detec-
tion of low-level VEP's if a multi-harmonic signal model is
assumed. The signal subspace can then be considered to be
the span of vectors associated with a �nite number of even
harmonics of the temporal stimulus frequency. In order to
get white noise, the EEG background must be prewhitened.

3. VEP SIGNAL MODEL

We assume that the signal component consists of N even
harmonics of the contrast reversal frequency. Let sk(n) be
the nth entry of the signal subspace vector sk

sk(n) = cos(2�fkn); k = 1; 2; : : : ;N (5)



sk(n) = sin(2�fk�Nn); k = N + 1;N + 2; : : : ; 2N (6)

and fk = 2k� fstim; k = 1; 2; : : : ;N where fstim is the con-
trast reversal frequency. It is well known that the counter
phase modulated contrast grating stimulus paradigm pro-
duces only even harmonics of the contrast reversal fre-
quency. The measurement noise vector z represents additive
EEG \noise" and is assumed to consist of a discrete-time
AR random process,

z[n] = �

pX
k=1

akz[n� k] + u[n] (7)

where u[n] is white Gaussian noise. This model for the
noise allows one to easily design a whitening �lter based
on a forward linear predictor. It can be shown that the
presence of low-level sinusoids has a very limited e�ect on
the whitening �lter derived via the Yule-Walker equations
for linear prediction [12].

4. WHITENING FILTER DESIGN

An autoregressive random process of order p (AR(p)) can
by whitened by �ltering it with the FIR �lter

w� = [ 1 a1 a2 : : : ap ] (8)

In practice, the whitening �lter is found by estimating the
parameters of the AR(p) process using the Yule-Walker
equations for forward linear prediction [12]. The whiten-
ing �lter then becomes

w = [ 1 â1 â2 : : : âp ] (9)

where âk ; k = 1; : : : ; p are the AR parameter estimates.
Note that in general, w 6= w� since w is based on sample au-
tocorrelation functions. However, w is unbiased for the au-
tocorrelation method of solving the Yule-Walker equations
[12]. If the AR(p) process also contains low-level sinusoids,
these will produce biased parameter estimates and the re-
sulting whitening �lter w will be suboptimal (i.e. it will not
whiten). Nevertheless, if the bias is su�ciently small, then
the whitening properties of w are relatively una�ected. We
shall prove that the presence of low-level sinusoids produces
a small bias in the whitening �lter.
The Yule-Walker equations for the AR parameters are

given by

Rzz ~w = b (10)

where

Rzz =

2
664

rzz[0] rzz[�1] � � � rzz[p]
rzz[1] rzz[0] � � � rzz[p� 1]
...

...
. . .

...
rzz[p] rzz[p� 1] � � � rzz[0]

3
775 (11)

b = [ 1 0 � � � 0 ]
T

(12)

~w = � [ 1 a1 a2 � � � ap ]
T

(13)

and rzz[k] is the autocorrelation function of the AR pro-
cess. The scalar constant � accounts for the fact that the
�rst element of b is unity rather than the variance of u[n].
We shall consider the bias due to the presence of a single si-
nusoid. We also assume that the autocorrelation estimates
used in the Yule-Walker equations are \close" to the true

autocorrelation function, r̂zz[k] � rzz [k] which allows us to
check only the biasing e�ect of the sinusoid. Due to the
presence of the sinusoid, Rzz is perturbed by the autocor-
relation matrix associated with the sinusoid,

Rss =

A2

2

2
64

1 cos(2�fo) : : : cos(2�fop)
cos(2�fo) 1 : : : cos(2�fo(p� 1))

..

.
..
.

. ..
..
.

cos(2�fop) cos(2�fo(p� 1)) : : : 1

3
75

(14)
The Yule-Walker Equations become

(Rzz +Rss)( ~w+ � ~w) = b (15)

the quantity � ~w = ��w represents the bias in the Yule-
Walker equation solution due to the presence of Rss. The
quantity �w is the bias that results in the Yule-Walker equa-
tions when the �rst element of b is replaced by the variance
of u[n]. Perturbation theory for a system of linear equations
can be used to establish a bound for the bias �w. Assuming,

kR�1zz kkRssk < 1 (16)

where k � k is any matrix norm, then it can be shown that

k� ~wk

k ~wk
�

kR�1zz kkRssk

1� kR�1zz kkRssk
(17)

If kR�1zz kkRssk � 1, which is satis�ed for low SNR, and
since k� ~wk=k ~wk = k�wk=kwk, (17) becomes,

k�wk

kwk
� kR�1zz kkRssk (18)

The quantity kR�1zz kkRssk is related to, but generally not
equal to the SNR. When the sinusoid power is very low
relative to the power in the AR(p) process then the relative
bias k�wk=kwk becomes very small.
The power spectral density estimate of a high SNR VEP

signal is shown in Fig. 1 before and after the AR pre-
whitener. The PSD's were obtained by averaging 25 peri-
odograms derived from 864-point trials. A di�erent whiten-
ing �lter was computed for each 864-point trial. The �gure
illustrates the e�ectiveness of the AR �lter in producing a
atter spectrum while preserving the evoked stimulus har-
monics.

5. METHODS

The stimuli were black and white vertical square wave grat-
ings with contrast at 92%. These were created on a video
monitor using a high resolution graphics board (Omnicomp,
Texan ET, 1280 by 1024 pixels, 60 Hz, non-interleaved).
The subjects viewed the video monitor binocularly from a
distance of 3 m in a darkened room. The video screen was
masked to reveal a 5.5 degree circular �eld. A small �xa-
tion dot was placed at the center of th display. The lumi-
nance of the display was approximately 30 Foot Lamberts.
Counter-phase contrast reversal (3.75 Hz, 7.5 reversals per
sec, square wave modulation) was used as the basic stim-
ulus. Spatial frequencies from 4 to 40 c/d (4, 8, 10, 13,
16, 20, 24, 28 and 40 c/d) were viewed in di�erent runs.
The selection of a spatial frequency for a particular run was
randomized for each subject. Each run consisted of the con-
tinuous counter-phase stimulus for 173 s. An experimental
session consisted of 19 such runs with each spatial frequency



being shown twice except for the 40 c/d stimulus which was
shown three times. The 40 c/d stimulus was seen by the
subject as an homogeneous �eld. None of the subjects could
either detect the grating or detect any di�erence between
this stimulus and a true homogeneous �eld. In addition,
we ran several control experiments to compare the VEP's
due to a 40 c/d reversing grating with 92% contrast and
0% contrast. There was no detectable di�erence, neither
stimulus produced a measurable VEP.
Electrodes were placed on the scalp at Oz (10-20 inter-

national system, over visual cortex) and at the vertex. The
active electrode was at Oz and the vertex electrode served
as the reference. A ground electrode was placed on the ear
or mastoid. The EEG was ampli�ed (105), analog �ltered
(0.1 to 100 Hz, single stage Butterworth), digitized at 200
Hz and streamed to disk. The EEG acquisition was done
under Lab-View control. A separate channel was used to
acquire a square wave monitor signal which was time-locked
to the grating reversal.
Fourteen normal volunteers served as subjects with in-

formed consent obtained according to an IRB approved
protocol (Southwestern Medical School). All subjects were
adults with normal visual acuity.

6. DATA ANALYSIS

Each �xed spatial-frequency run consisted of 25 sets of
M = 864-sample measurement vectors. Each of the 25
measurement vectors was prewhitened with a p = 15-order
whitening �lter. Next, each of the 25 prewhitened measure-
ment vectors was submitted for detection analysis via each
of the following detection methods:

� RPC

� generalized T 2

� generalized T 2

circ

� ROTP

� MSF

For each measurement vector, a decision was made, and
the probability of detection was estimated as the percentage
of detections per run. The threshold for making a decision
was based on a 5% probability of false alarm and the as-
sumed probability density functions for the null hypothesis
for each detector. The ROTP detector should generate a
false alarm probability of 5% and makes no assumptions
about the noise probability density. The estimated prob-
ability of detection PD was then averaged across the 14
subjects and plotted as a function of spatial frequency for
each detector. The results are shown in Fig. 2. The MSF
detector is seen to have considerably higher probability of
detection relative to the other detectors. Table I shows the
mean and standard deviations for each detector averaged
across all no-signal (40 c/d) runs. All means are close to,
though below the theoretical false alarm probability of 5%.

7. DISCUSSION

A matched subspace �lter (MSF) was applied to the detec-
tion of VEP's and was found to outperform a number of
other evoked potential detectors including one (T 2

circ) com-
monly used in human application [5]. The MSF detector
has been shown to be optimal (uniformly most powerful,
UMP) for the detection of multi-harmonic signals in zero-
mean Gaussian white noise having unknown variance [11].

Detector Mean PD PD Standard Deviation
ROTP 3.55 2.70
RPC 2.69 2.70
T 2 3.85 3.32
T 2

circ 3.49 2.78
MSF 4.67 2.35

Table 1. Mean and standard deviations of probabil-
ity of detection PD at the 40 c/d noise-only case for
each detector. Thresholds were set to give 5% false
alarm probability.
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Figure 1. The power spectral density of the VEP with and without pre-whitening.



Figure 2. Probability of detection averaged across subjects.


